BRIGANDAGE LOG #06 (04/27/2010) – Jailbreak


DM (Nioca)
Alright, I think we're about set... If I can get a recap, we'll be good to go.
Erika (Triumph)
The party was dysfunctional and then got in trouble.
DM (Nioca)
...That pretty much describes every AIMHack session ever.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Well, we arrived in Ricoto, blundered around, found the ship Reat is using, and promptly blundered into an epic-sized trap.
DM (Nioca)
Alright, I'm going to kick this off.
DM (Nioca)
To call what happened next a fight would be overly generous. Even as Xuan and Harosh prepared for combat, something came over the group. An intense and irresistible weariness...
By the time your senses returned, you found yourselves on a cold stone floor. The dim light of flickering braziers illuminated your predicament: You were in a dungeon. Each of you then discovered two more inconvenient facts.
The first was that you were separated. You've apparently warranted private cells, though you still seem to be within earshot of each other. The second was that you were stripped of your equipment. Your packs, weapons, armor, everything was removed from your persons'. It seems you're lucky just to have the clothes on your backs.
DM (Nioca)
(Go... sort of)
Erika (Triumph)
"Hello! Can anyone hear me?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yes."
"I feel horrible."
Erika (Triumph)
"Xuan? Is that you?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Unfortunately."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yes."
DM (Nioca)
You hear a small chorus of yeses from around you. It seems you aren't the only prisoners here.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"This is great."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Anyone see any guards around?"
Erika (Triumph)
"Why didn't you foresee this?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I DID!"
Erika (Triumph)
Perception on whether there is anything interesting in my cell.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Nioca)
There appear to be three corridors to the south leading out of the dungeon, a guard on each one.
The cell is bland, aside from small bits of filth.
Xuan (Dantius)
I examine the lock.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Erika (Triumph)
Go go thieving skills (I try to examine/open the lock).
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Nioca)
It appears to be a sturdy lock. Erika's attempts to pick it with a fingernail go nowhere.
Erika (Triumph)
"Stupid lock."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I sit in my cell, thinking.
Xuan (Dantius)
I now attempt to pick the lock.
Harosh (Ephesos)
What's the composition of the cell? Stone, wood, what? Can we tell if we're in the city?
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Erika (Triumph)
"Hey! You! Yeah, I'm talking to you! Have you seen a traveling hat salesman name John?"
DM (Nioca)
The front of the cell consists of iron bars, the rest is stone walls.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"There aren't any druids on this island, right?"
DM (Nioca)
You still seem to be in the city.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Aside from you? Not that I know of."
DM (Nioca)
You hear the sounds of conversation from somewhere down the corridor, followed by footsteps. Soon, the leering face of a goblin appears, smiling a toothy grin.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Is there a window in the cell?
...dang.
Reat (NPC)
"So, how did you sleep last night?"
DM (Nioca)
No windows in your cells.
Erika (Triumph)
I glare at the goblin (Intimidate).
DM (Nioca)
Reat looks absolutely cheerful.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Harosh (Ephesos)
I say nothing, simply looking for weak points in the wall of the cell.
DM (Nioca)
Erika tries a glare, but it lacks intimidating power thanks to her being behind bars without any equipment.
Xuan (Dantius)
I lounge... nonchalantly.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DM (Nioca)
While Xuan lounges, Harosh proceeds to look around. He promptly slips in... something and falls over.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Hello."
"How are you doing?"
"Would you like a drink?"
Xuan (Dantius)
(WHERE IS THE DOG AND CAT?)
DM (Nioca)
Reat gives the what-the-hell-is-wrong-with-Xuan look that seems to be popular on Skarrifissk.
Reat (NPC)
"Um... drink?"
DM (Nioca)
Neither animal can be seen anywhere.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yes. A drink. A beverage."
Erika (Triumph)
"Hey, Reat old buddy, have you seen a hat salesman named John? I'll kill him for you!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Preferably containing an alcoholic compound."
Reat (NPC)
"I'll... pass, thanks. I just decided to stop in for a minute before your execution tomorrow."
Xuan (Dantius)
"But I suppose if you don't like alcohol, we could manage to work around that."
Reat (NPC)
"I figured I owed you as much."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"You mean we have to put up with him for another full day?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Perhaps you would like some tomato juice?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Couldn't you kill him now?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Who the hells are you?"
Reat (NPC)
"Ah, but where's the fun in that?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Are there any windows at all down here? And can I tell who's next to my cell?)
Erika (Triumph)
"If you owe us, could we get that in gold, instead?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"A drink would clear my though process. Could you get me one?" (diplomacy)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Xuan (Dantius)
(aaandd... Xuan's drinking has been foiled. Ah well.)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh can tell there's a few windows. The party seems to be side-by-side, cell-wise.
Erika (Triumph)
"May I ask why you have to execute us, rather than having killed us already?" (Diplomacy)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
(No, I meant whose cells are adjacent to mine?)
Xuan (Dantius)
"An extremley alcoholic one would be best, actually."
Reat (NPC)
"Well, unfortunately, Ricoto policy dictates that there be only one execution day each week."
"Fortunately for you, that day is tomorrow."
Erika (Triumph)
"We have powerful friends, you know You're going to regret this!" (Bluff)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'm going to take ten on Le Couran's Ripple, and try to slowly start weakening the cell wall on my left.
DM (Nioca)
The wall ripples.
Erika (Triumph)
"Seriously, why do you have to execute us?" (Diplo to distract Reat)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Erika (Triumph)
...
Harosh (Ephesos)
(As long as Erika and Xuan keep making fools of themselves, I can make some progress here.)
Reat (NPC)
"Because I can't have Harosh here coming after me."
Xuan (Dantius)
"So... since you have us trapped, would you mind telling us your nefarious plan? You seem to be cliched enough to do so..." (diplo)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
*sigh*
Reat (NPC)
He walks over to Harosh's cell.
"You want to know something? I've been on this isle three months. Three miserable months on this screwed up isle. An island so screwed up it makes the rest of Mote look tame!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"At this rate all I care for is to leave this group behind, you sniveling git."
Reat (NPC)
"In-fighting. Incompetence. Idiocy. The morals Skarrifissk lives by. Apparently what you live by too."
"Three months I spent searching the island... Hitting a dead-end in the trail, forced to scour every stinking ruin on this island, enduring failure after costly failure..."
He smiles wider.
"Three months... But I never expected you to find it first, now did I?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I listen intently to memorize every word.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"...well, crap."
Reat (NPC)
He pulls something from a small pack at his side. It appears to be a book. An old, worn book, certainly not worth all the drama...
"Imaunte has smiled upon me. I would never have guessed that I had been beaten to it. Nor that it'd be delivered to me in such a neat little package."
Erika (Triumph)
"Reat! I have a last request! Can ask it of you?" (Diplomacy)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Harosh (Ephesos)
"What on Mote does Orlis have to do with you?"
Reat (NPC)
"You don't know?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"No, I don't know, dammit!"
DM (Nioca)
Reat chuckles.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"What kind of stupid question is that?"
Xuan (Dantius)
Is Reat within my sightline?
Reat (NPC)
"Back during Orlis's time, he made a pact. One with two other mages. One was a necromancer, and the other... is unknown."
DM (Nioca)
(Yes)
Xuan (Dantius)
I fire an Acid orb at the book in Reat's hands.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Erika (Triumph)
...
Reat (NPC)
"He found something during his landscaping, apparently. A treasure. Worth millions in gold."
The spell hits a shield 6 inches above the book.
"Yes, like I'd be idiotic enough to forget there's spellcasters in your group. You insult me."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Ah well. It was worth a try."
I shrug and sit back in my cell.
Reat (NPC)
"This journal? Holds the key to actually getting to it."
Erika (Triumph)
"Oooh! Treasure! Let me help you find it!" (Diplomacy)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Lovely. Again, how does this concern us?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Because you had the book he was looking for."
Reat (NPC)
"Oh? It doesn't anymore, I suppose. I just wanted to let you know what you missed."
"Now, if you gentlemen will excuse me, I have business to attend to. And I'm sure you've got preparations to make for your upcoming beheading, so I shall not waste any more of your time. I bid you adieu."
Erika (Triumph)
"The sky is falling, the sky falling!" (Bluff)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
He makes an overly-flamboyant bow and gesture, then walks away, chuckling.
Erika (Triumph)
(I love how Erika can say ANYTHING and Reat pays no attention. LOL!)
DM (Nioca)
The dungeon goes quiet. It seems your fellow prisoners were paying rapt attention to Reat's little performance.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Well, at least he didn't start quoting Richard III..."
Erika (Triumph)
"Who's Richard III?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'm going to head over to the corner of my cell and start trying to crack the wall. Orlis's tremor.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Erika (Triumph)
...
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Hah! Suck it, wall!)
Erika (Triumph)
I decide to examine the lock again.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Xuan (Dantius)
I try to burn a hole in the wall. With acid.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(How many guards are in the hallway again?)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Three, IIRC)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh is able to break a hole into the cell next to him. Xuan manages to burn the wall rather badly.
Erika lacks anything to pick the lock with.
Suddenly, you hear a voice next to you.
Raphael (NPC)
"Psst!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yeah?"
Xuan (Dantius)
(w) "Yes?"
DM (Nioca)
A tall, thin human in another cell hisses at you, trying to get your attention.
Once he's satisfied he has your attention, he leans as close to his cell's bars as possible.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I ignore it, and move into Erika's cell through the hole. Who's next down the line?
Casper (Sarachim)
I listen intently.
Raphael (NPC)
"I'm guessing you don't want to die tomorrow, and you look strong. I don't want to die either, and that's why I'm getting the hell out of here. And I think you could help."
DM (Nioca)
No one. The other side is a corridor.
Erika (Triumph)
I whisper "How can we help?"
Casper (Sarachim)
"Go on."
As he talks, I watch the guards discreetly.
Raphael (NPC)
"I've got a plan. I've got friends in here... they can spring me in a jiffy, but that's not the problem."
Xuan (Dantius)
I listen, while continuing to try and burn a hole in the wall (10)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Alright, then I go back to the other side of my cell, and try to crack that wall too.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Raphael (NPC)
"Thanks to Garth's little hissy-fit, this place is swarming with guards. The plan was to unlock the cells, then escape through a back window during the guard shift change."
Erika (Triumph)
I just listen to human dude.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Bluff on the prisoner to see whether he's telling the truth or not.
DM (Nioca)
Xuan manages to break into another cell with a rather annoyed prisoner. Harosh manages to enter Xuan's cell.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Harosh (Ephesos)
Where's the rest of the party, relative to us?
Xuan (Dantius)
I turn around "Good. Help me get through the other cells."
Erika (Triumph)
(I assume the guards cannot see into the cells to see all this wall-breaking and movement?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I don't much care if they do.)
DM (Nioca)
The other two are in separate cells not connected to you.
Iliau can't actually see the prisoner... he's whispering through a wall.
Harosh (Ephesos)
And theirs are not connected?
DM (Nioca)
No.
Raphael (NPC)
"Thing is, getting out of the dungeon is the easy part. See, no one else has successfully escaped. They think that once they're out of the dungeon, they're free."
Erika (Triumph)
"...so what's the hard part?"
Raphael (NPC)
"But they're not. By the time you get loose, though, the entire city guard's on alert, looking for you. That's 300 or more well-trained men right there. So if you want to escape, REALLY escape? You've got to have a plan ahead of time."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I have a plan"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Don't listen to his plans."
Casper (Sarachim)
To the human: "I take it you do, then."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Get rid of it, now, Xuan."
Erika (Triumph)
"Oh, yeah, Xuan's plans...ehhh."
Raphael (NPC)
"Well, I did... thing is, I've heard security by the main gate's been bolstered, and my plan mostly involved stealing some horses and racing through them, so..."
Xuan (Dantius)
"No, no, this one is quite simple. All we need is a bellman's uniform and a crate of turtles"
Raphael (NPC)
"I was hoping you might have a better idea."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Lovely."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(The ship we found was the Peridot, right?)
Casper (Sarachim)
"How is security by the docks?"
Erika (Triumph)
"Before we get too caught up in escaping, have you seen a hat salesman named John?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(*facepalm*)
DM (Nioca)
(Periot)
Raphael (NPC)
"The docks? I wouldn't know... Probably the same as most parts of the city..."
Erika (Triumph)
"Do you think we could...ah...borrow a ship?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, let's see. We have no weapons, which rules out fighting. We have no money, which rules out any sort of bribe. And we are all well known, which rules out any sort of trickery."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I go to the end of our cell-block, where the corridor is adjacent, and listen for if there's a guard there.
(take 10)
Erika (Triumph)
"But we've got Xuan, who confounds us so often he ought to be able to turn those powers on the guards..."
Raphael (NPC)
"Borrow a... a ship?! How do you figure you can pull that one off? Any fishing vessel would be slow and get caught by Ricoto's navy, and anything bigger would require a crew! It's ridiculous."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Aha! But without my distinctive mustache and robe, I am impossible to discern from any other human! So I'm pretty safe."
Raphael (NPC)
The voice pauses...
"Unless...""
DM (Nioca)
The only guards appear to be at the entrance.
Raphael (NPC)
"Maybe you're on to something... If we can just free... it'd be risky... but..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Perception to listen for anyone in that corridor.
Erika (Triumph)
"Pirates! Right?"
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Free everyone in here, you mean?" (whispered)
DM (Nioca)
The corridors in here are empty, it seems.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well if you hadn't noticed, I'm working on that right now."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yes, because parading every escaped convict in the city down to the wharf would be very inconspicuous..."
Erika (Triumph)
"No would expect it. Just like your plans."
Raphael (NPC)
"Yeah, that could work... it's close to execution day, which means the dungeon is packed. I don't reckon my fellow inmates for sailors, but there's enough of them that this just might work."
Xuan (Dantius)
I try to burn through the lock into the hall.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Erika (Triumph)
...
Xuan (Dantius)
(Well.)
Raphael (NPC)
"If we're going through with this, though, you need to know ahead of time that it'll get ugly. The guard shift change isn't long, and certainly isn't long enough to free every prisoner down here without the guards noticing."
"Basically, I'll need you to keep any guards that attack at bay. We can't afford to lose any of the other prisoners; and I guarantee you that some of the guards will go after the escapees. Hold them off at all costs; hopefully we can move fast enough to get them free before the guards rally."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan burns through his lock.
Thankfully, the guards don't notice.
Erika (Triumph)
"How exactly will we free prisoners?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"You know the dungeon better than we do. Any chance we might find some weapons around here?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Or maybe our weapons?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I have a shovel I'd like to use to bury Reat."
Raphael (NPC)
"They usually keep any captured equipment upstairs, so I should be able to retrieve it. As for freeing the prisoners, leave that to my friends.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Harosh, being dissolved tends to leave nothing to bury..."
DM (Nioca)
The guard shift starts, and you notice the guards exiting.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I move back through the cells we've opened, rippling the locks open (take 10 if possible).
Xuan (Dantius)
I burn through as many locks as bossible.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We're ready whenever you are."
DM (Nioca)
You hear a gentle whistle. This is followed by snapping noises and flashes of light. Three inconspicuous prisoners burst out of cells with burnt and melted locks. They immediately proceed to your cells and Raphael's, and within fifteen seconds, those of you still locked up are loose.
The prisoner you were talking to bolts upstairs as the mages start working on the other locks.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"All right. Let's go."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I help out to make the unlocking go faster.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I follow the prisoner.
DM (Nioca)
You hear footsteps again, followed by Raphael bursting back into the dungeon. He's weighed down by five different packs, plus some equipment he got for himself. He tosses the packs to each of you in turn (You are now in possession of your equipment again).
Xuan (Dantius)
I get away from Eph.
DM (Nioca)
The mages shove Harosh away.
Casper (Sarachim)
Sweet. I watch the corridors the guards went down.
DM (Nioca)
"Guards are coming back. I think you've got a few seconds to get ready, and then it's showtime."
Erika (Triumph)
I try to help open doors. (Thievery)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 0)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] (North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: :1:■:2: :■: :3:■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : :░: : : :R: : : : : : : :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░:4:■: : :■:5:░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏: :░:■: : :∏: : :∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : :Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : ]
(Note: What round 0 basically means is a free round to prepare. Place yourself anywhere)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I summon a spider.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Xuan (Dantius)
I swig a Stamina potion, if I have on left.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I ready my seed pouch, and stand where I can surprise any guards entering the room.
(Whispered) "I'll tie them up if someone hits them over the head."
Erika (Triumph)
I try to conceal myself (stealth)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Xuan (Dantius)
(In other news, Eph has just been upstaged in mapping skills...)
Erika (Triumph)
Wow. Fancy.
Casper (Sarachim)
Yeah.
Xuan (Dantius)
Move to I12 and drink stamina potion.
Also, I roll to stroke my mustache.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Casper (Sarachim)
I remain in place.
Xuan (Dantius)
(YES!)
Erika (Triumph)
I move to F12
Harosh (Ephesos)
I move to L12.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau successfully summons a spider.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Do we know where the guards are likely to appear next round?
DM (Nioca)
They'll probably appear in the southern corridors.
Xuan recovers 3 stamina from his potion and strokes his mustache.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I move to J13 and guide my spider to K13.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'll go ahead and ready tanglebarb vines on the first guard through the corridor.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Nioca)
Erika tries to conceal herself. It's not difficult... it's rather dark down here.
You hear footsteps as guards upstairs start yelling. Soon a guard appears in each corridor.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] (North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : :░: : : :R: : : : : : : :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼:3: : :1: : :2: : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:5:s:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░:4:■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏: :░:■: : :∏: : :∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g: :■: : :Ш: :g:Ш: : :■:g: :Ш: : ]
DM (Nioca)
Go.
Casper (Sarachim)
I move to F11, and throw an ordinary knife at D18.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Dodge back over to P11, tanglebarb on the guard in P18.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Xuan (Dantius)
J12 and acid orb at k18.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Erika (Triumph)
I try to be stealthily aggressive against the guard in D18.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Nioca)
Casper's knife goes wide.
As does Harosh's tanglebarbs and Erika's dagger.
Erika (Triumph)
Combat fail.
DM (Nioca)
Xuan, however, launches a perfectly-aimed acid orb that douses the guard. He yelps in agony.
Xuan (Dantius)
(in soviet russia, acid does YOU!!!!)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
J17, attack the guard.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Xuan (Dantius)
(...)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Thankfully, that guard's already doused in acid.)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau rushes up to the guard, only to accidentally get hit by a flailing blade for 2 damage.
Iliau's spider has better luck, running up and latching onto the guard's legs with its fangs.
The prisoner helping you seems confused.
Enemy turn.
The guard attacked by Erika shows her how to REALLY fail and smacks a wall. Hard.
The acid-doused guard's flailing nicks the spider for 1.
Erika (Triumph)
"...Wow. Even I'm not that bad." (Bluff)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Win)
DM (Nioca)
The guard at P18 decides he no longer wants to be the guard at P18, and is now the guard at P13.
The guard is infuriated by Erika's taunt, swings mightly... and smacks the wall again.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] (North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : :4: : : :R: : : : : :2: :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼: : : :1: : : : : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:g: :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏:3:░:■: : :∏:5:s:∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g: :■: : :Ш: :g:Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : ]
Harosh (Ephesos)
How big a brazier is that?
DM (Nioca)
Pretty big.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I aim for the guard at K18 again.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Harosh (Ephesos)
Knock it over onto the guard, run to K13.
Erika (Triumph)
"I am the most deadly thief you've ever met!" I bluff to the soldier at D18.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Xuan (Dantius)
Move to L11 and acid orb the guard at p12
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Erika (Triumph)
Then I try to whack him.
Harosh (Ephesos)
.......
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Erika (Triumph)
...
DM (Nioca)
The prisoner with you shouts, "Don't let them get to the other prisoners!"
Erika (Triumph)
(Zarusaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!)
Xuan (Dantius)
(You know who's fault this is? Duck's.)
DM (Nioca)
(If it makes you feel any better, the guards are rolling just as badly)
Casper (Sarachim)
Do I have a clear shot at P13? If so, I throw a knife at him.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Nioca)
Iliau smacks hir guard in the shoulder. He flails some more.
Harosh tries to figure out how to lift the brazier to dump it on the guard.
The guard Erika bluffs responds by swinging and missing again, forcing Erika to duck.
Erika (Triumph)
(This is one of the most hilariously bad fights I've yet seen in AIMHack!!! It's like slapstick!)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan sprinkles the guard at P13 with acid. He doesn't seem to mind.
Casper throws away another knife.
Iliau's spider proceeds to utterly maul the guard at K18. The guard collapses to the ground, dead.
The prisoner (who is apparently named Raphael), runs over to O12 and brings a shining halberd crashing down on the guard at P13.
Enemy turn.
Erika's guard continues to flail and finally manages to connect for 2 damage.
The other guard attacks Harosh. Or, rather, he runs toward Harosh and... somehow hits some point 5 feet left of him.
Just as Iliau breathes a sigh of relief, another guard charges down the center corridor to engage.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 3)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] (North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : :4: : : :R: :1: : : :2: :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼: : : : : : : : : :g:☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏:3:░:■: : :∏:5:s:∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g: :■: : :Ш: :g:Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : ]
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, so much for that."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Screw it."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Same attack.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Harosh (Ephesos)
Shovel + Guard = Pain
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Harosh (Ephesos)
And then move to L12.
Erika (Triumph)
"Behind you! A dragon!" I shout to my guard. After seeing if he's distracted, I try to stab him. (Roll first for Bluff, then, attack)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Xuan (Dantius)
"Why don't you just take a chill pill?" Ice spray at the guard at o12
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Nioca)
Percussive pain is the order of the day as both Harosh and Iliau proceed to smack their respective guards upside the head.
Casper (Jewels)
I'll throw a knife at the guard south of me.
DM (Nioca)
The guard attacking Erika isn't fooled for a moment, and counterattacks. The sword slices across Erika's arm for 4 damage.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
Casper's knife finally connects with something, pegging the guard in his shoulder.
Icicles fall from the ceiling and fatally impale the guard at O12. He falls to the floor.
The spider seems stymied by the arrival of a new foe.
Raphael moves back to K12.
Enemy turn.
Elated by his succes, the guard attacking Erika swings... and hits the wall again. He seems disappointed by his return to abject failure.
Erika (Triumph)
(I feel ya, buddy!)
DM (Nioca)
The new guard, however, seems more competent. She stabs Iliau with a spear for 4 damage.
Another new arrival appears down the western corridor.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 4)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] (North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : :4: : : : : :1: : : :2: :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼: : : : : :R: : : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏:3:░:■: : :∏:5:s:∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g:g:■: : :Ш: :g:Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : ]
Xuan (Dantius)
"Awww. You've just melted my heart." Move to k11 an Acid Orb at the new one engaging Illiau.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Erika (Triumph)
I look very fearful, drop my jaw open, and murmur, "Oh no!" at the guard in D18. Then I try to steal his sword. (Bluff roll then attack roll)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Nioca)
Xuan proceeds to melt the cell wall near the guard to illustrate his point.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Okay, I've tried to move to L12 twice now. Third time's a charm.
DM (Nioca)
(You're on L12, sorry)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Step to K13 then, Tanglebarb on K18.
DM (Nioca)
The guard looks nonplussed. Especially when Erika tries to wrench his sword out of his grasp. Sadly, it's a little difficult to grab a sword pointed at you, as Erika finds out when she fails to steal it.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Casper (Jewels)
I spend a stamina and throw one knife each at the guards at D18 and E18. 
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hey, Xuan, I've got it covered."
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Nioca)
The seeds don't even sprout.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Attack again.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Nioca)
Casper's two knives fly wildly at the guards. The first one catches D18 in the same shoulder he got caught in last time, and the other misses entirely.
Iliau strikes a powerful blow against hir guard, knocking the guard against the wall.
The spider finally gets the idea to chomp on the guard in front of it, but the guard is knocked out of the way by Iliau's blow.
Raphael runs to F12
Enemy turn.
The guards surrounding Erika attack. One goes wide, but the guard she's bluffed manages to stab Erika for 3 damage.
Erika (Triumph)
"Help! Someone! I'm dying!"
DM (Nioca)
The guard Iliau attacked returns the favor for 3 damage.
A new guard appears in the central corridor, wielding a mace high above his head.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 5)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] (North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: :4: : : : : :1: : : : : : :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼:R: : : : : : : : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: :2:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏:3:░:■: : :∏:5:s:∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g:g:■: : :Ш:g:g:Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : ]
Erika (Triumph)
I spend four stamina to try to steal the weapons from the guards in D18 and E18 (two rolls, two stamina for each roll). And I hope someone heals me.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh (Ephesos)
Ripple on J12/K12, spend a stamina.
Erika (Triumph)
(I can't a ball tonight. And they're round!)
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Xuan (Dantius)
I run and dive to e10 spending two stamina, and then fire off a healing spell at Erika
DM (Nioca)
Erika, expending a superhuman effort, manages to snatch away the guards' weapons.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Xuan (Dantius)
"I'll be healin ya later!"
Erika (Triumph)
(LOL!!! Amazingnesss! Finally!)
Erika (Triumph)
"How can you defeat me when you have no weapon?" I gloat.
DM (Nioca)
Xuan manages to sprint to E10 (1 stamina) and fire off a heal spell. Erika regains 7 HP.
Erika (Triumph)
"Thank you!"
DM (Nioca)
The guards near Iliau are knocked to the ground by a surprise ripple underneath them.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I try to knock the guard with the mace unconscious.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Casper (Jewels)
I walk towards the now disarmed gaurds and throw two more knives at as close range I can get.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Nioca)
Iliau brings the staff crashing down on the mace guard's head. He's not unconscious yet, but he looks dizzy.
The first knife Casper throws misses, but the second catches E18 in the chest.
The spider is now confused as to which of the tasty succulent guards it must attack.
Raphael utters a curse and pelts off to K12
Enemy turn.
One of the guards attacking Erika looks completely lost without a weapon.
The other, however, merely shrugs, then roundhouse kicks Erika in the face for 2 damage.
The two guards by Iliau stagger upright, swearing profusely.
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Uh-oh, you guys might be fighting Chuck Norris.)
DM (Nioca)
A guard appears down the unguarded eastern corridor.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 6)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] (North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: :1:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼: : : : : :R: : : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: :2:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: :4:■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏:3:░:■: : :∏:5:s:∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g:g:■: : :Ш:g:g:Ш: : :■: :g:Ш: : ]
DM (Nioca)
You hear a shout from the north.
"We're almost there! Just a few more minutes!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Iliau, do you have this covered?"
Erika (Triumph)
I laugh maniacally, then stab the guard who kicked me, spending a stamina to make it hurt.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Casper (Jewels)
(What is between me and the guard?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I nod. "Get the guard to the east."
DM (Nioca)
(Debris/filth/dust)
(You can step on it)
Xuan (Dantius)
I spend a stamina to target the Ice Spray at both gurads on d and e 18. "Let's put this fight on ice..."
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
Run back to P11, tanglebarb on Q18.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I glare at the spider. "You want to do something for once?"
(Not an order)
DM (Nioca)
Erika laughs maniacally and stabs the guard in the gut. He moans and stumbles back.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I attack the mace guard again.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Casper (Jewels)
I grab up two of my good steel knives, step up to the guard and stab him with both. 
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Nioca)
Xuan sprinkles Erika and the guards with snowflakes.
Erika (Triumph)
"Snow? How nice."
DM (Nioca)
Casper stabs the guard attacking Erika with both knives. He crumples to the ground.
Harosh fires off a mass of thorny vines at Q18, binding him painfully. He collapses, trying to break free.
Iliau bonks the guard on the noggin again.
"Wait, there's two of you?!" He asks.
The spider nods, and eagerly leaps at K18. K18 dodges.
Raphael runs to P13.
Enemy turn.
The disarmed guard near Erika takes after his fallen companion and punches Erika in the face (1 damage)
Erika (Triumph)
"Loser." I make an angry face at him.
DM (Nioca)
The concussed guard near Iliau mumbles something and swings his mace at thin air.
The other stabs Iliau for 2 damage.
The entangled guard bursts free of his thorny entanglements and stumbles to Q16
Casper gets a nasty surprise when not one, but TWO guards bum rush him from down the corridor. He's uninjured, but knocked back to E16.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 7)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: :1:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : : : : : : : : : : : :2: :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■:R: :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: :4:■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░:g:■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏:3:g:■: : :∏:5:s:∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g:g:■: : :Ш:g:g:Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : ]
Harosh (Ephesos)
(shouted towards the other corridors) "How are we doing?"
Erika (Triumph)
"Casper and I facing three...only two have weapons, thanks to me!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Argleblarghle!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Enunciate, Xuan!"
Xuan (Dantius)
Acid Orb on the one at E18 "I feel a burning need to get rid of you..."
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Xuan (Dantius)
"Three on three over here!"
Casper (Jewels)
"Kill one, two more appear... How many of these guys are there, anyway?"
Erika (Triumph)
I stab the guard D18.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Harosh (Ephesos)
Run down to Q15, shovel to the head. Trying for a KO, but not a kill.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Casper (Jewels)
Since he's right in front of me, lucky guard at E17 gets the sharp end of both of my knives. 
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Erika (Triumph)
(Go Casper!)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan continues to do severe landscaping damage.
Erika swings and misses.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I heal myself and order the spider to finish off the guard at J18.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Casper (Jewels)
"I get mad when I get tired. I get good when I get mad."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Good. You're not sleeping anymore."
DM (Nioca)
Casper however, manages to stab the guard at E17 twice. He yells in agony.
Iliau spends 1 stamina healing hirself for 5.
Harosh's shovel bounces off the dungeon floor.
The spider finally gets it's abdomen in gear, biting J18 painfully.
Raphael closes with the guard at Q16 and stabs him with his halberd.
Enemy turn.
The guard at E17 charges past Casper, yanks out a crossbow, and opens fire on Xuan. Xuan is hit in the leg for 2 damage.
The other two western guards attack Erika and Casper. The unarmed one nails Erika with a kick for 3, and Casper is impaled on a sword for 5.
The central guards attack Iliau and the spider each. Iliau isn't harmed, but the spider takes a harsh blow, and flips over with its legs curling up.
The eastern guard swings at Raphael and misses.
You hear heavy footsteps above... sounds like an entire army is coming...
Thankfully, you hear a whistle from somewhere deeper in the dungeon.
Raphael shouts.
Raphael (NPC)
"That's our cue! Let's get out of here!"
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 8)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] (East/West Edge is stone wall.)
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ] (South Edge leads into guardhouse at DE, JK, and PQ. Rest is stone wall)
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ] North Edge leads deeper into dungeons)
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■] ■ = wall
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ] ∏ = open gate
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ] Ш = iron bars
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■] ░ = debris/slime/mold/etc
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ] ☼ = brazier
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░] R = Raphael
10[■:■:■: :1:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] g = guard
11[ : :∏: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :∏: : ] 1 = Xuan
12[ : :Ш:g:☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼:░:Ш: : ] 2 = Harosh
13[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■] 3 = Erika
14[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: : :■: :░:■: : :∏: : ] 4 = Casper
15[░: :Ш: : :■:░:░:■: : :■: : :■:R:2:Ш: : ] 5 = Iliau
16[■:■:■: :4:■:■:■:■:░: :■:■:■:■:░:g:■:■:■] s = giant spider
17[ : :∏:3:g:■: : :∏:5:s:∏: : :■: : :∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g: :■: : :Ш:g:g:Ш: : :■: : :Ш: : ]
Xuan (Dantius)
"I like my guards on the rocks thank you very much." Ice Spray at the guy who just fired on me.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Erika (Triumph)
Giggling, I spend a stamina to try to steal the sword of the guard attacking Casper. 
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Harosh (Ephesos)
Smack the guard next to me upside the head, and run to P11.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Again, nonlethal, just KO)
Casper (Jewels)
"Which way is out?"
DM (Nioca)
"To the north!" Raphael shouts.
Xuan rains small pieces of ice on the guards, to no avail.
Casper (Jewels)
I run to E13 and double stab the guard with the crossbow.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
Erika manages to snatch the guard's sword.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I pick up the spider and run to L12.
Erika (Triumph)
"That's three!"
DM (Nioca)
However, she's having trouble hanging on to three swords at once.
Casper charges at E12, but only manages a glancing blow with his knives.
KLONG. Harosh smacks the end of the shovel against the guard's head. He goes down quickly.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Time to leave, then?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"An honorable warrior never runs from battle. Luckily, that shouldn't be a problem for us"
DM (Nioca)
Iliau picks up the dying spider and runs to L12.
Raphael starts to finish the unconscious guard off, but thinks better of it. He pelts to Q11.
Enemy turn.
One of the guard's surrounding Erika makes a futile punch, but the one that's been antagonizing her since the very beginning goes for a 2 damage gut punch. He succeeds.
The guard Casper hit whirls on him, doing 5 points of damage via a slash across the chest.
The central guard start chasing Iliau.
Casper (Jewels)
(I thought he was holding a crossbow...)
DM (Nioca)
(He's also got his other weapon)
Xuan (Dantius)
(What? You can't carry a crossbow and another weapon!)
Casper (Jewels)
(Very ambidextrous then. :P )
(Crossbows tend to be heavy and wielded with both hands)
DM (Nioca)
(You mean you can't SHOOT a crossbow and hold another weapon. I imagine it's possible to just carry both.)
Erika gets pushed back massively as a swarm of guards pour into the dungeon. It definitely looks like the guards have rallied.
COMBAT GRID (Prison Battle Round 9)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_S_T_
01[■:■:■:░: :■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■]
02[ : :∏: :☼: : : : : : : : : : :☼: :∏: : ]
03[ :░:Ш: : : :m:░: : :░: : : : :░: :Ш: : ]
04[■:■:■: : :■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:■:■]
05[ : :∏: : :■:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :∏: : ]
06[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: :░:■:░: :Ш: : ]
07[■:■:■: : :■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: : :■:■:■]
08[ : :∏:░: :■: :░:■:░: :■: : :■: : :∏: : ]
09[ : :Ш: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :■: : :Ш: :░]
10[■:■:■: :1:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■]
11[ : :∏: : : : : : : : : : : : :2:R:∏: : ]
12[ : :Ш:g:☼: : : : : : :5: : : :☼:░:Ш: : ]
13[■:■:■: :4:■:Ш:∏:■: : :■:∏:Ш:■: : :■:■:■]
14[ : :∏:3: :■:░: :■:g:g:■: :░:■: : :∏: : ]
15[░: :Ш:g:g:■:░:░:■:g: :■: : :■:g: :Ш: : ]
16[■:■:■:g:g:■:■:■:■:g:g:■:■:■:■:░:g:■:■:■]
17[ : :∏:g:g:■: : :∏:g:g:∏: : :■:g:g:∏: : ]
18[ : :Ш:g:g:■: : :Ш:g:g:Ш: : :■:g:g:Ш: : ]
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Iliau, this way!"
Erika (Triumph)
"Heal me please!"
Casper (Jewels)
(Wait a minute... I'm not going to be able to retreive any of my knives am I?)
Xuan (Dantius)
I run to D5, and then turn and face the guard. "I think you've just been iced." Ice spray at the guard at D12.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I wait for hir to run past, then topple the brazier and run north.
Erika (Triumph)
(Which way is out?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(North)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Coming!"
I move to P9.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Could you help nudge this on your way?"
Erika (Triumph)
I run to D9, handing Casper a sword as I pass him.
DM (Nioca)
(You recovered any knives from guards you killed or through misses, since you were constantly in the area)
Casper (Jewels)
I move quickly to D8.
Erika (Triumph)
(Well, if Casper doesn't need a weapon, then I keep my swords)
DM (Nioca)
The guard Xuan punned at starts to make a rude gesture, but is cut off by three different icicles piercing him in the arm.
Casper (Jewels)
(You'll have to let me know how many I lost. There was at least one guard alive that I was throwing at. Don't know if I hit him though.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Harosh, I'm carrying a giant spider!"
"What do you expect me to do?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Alright, nevermind!"
"Raphael?"
DM (Nioca)
As Iliau bolts past, Harosh tips over a brazier. Flaming coals spread across the floor.
Harosh (Ephesos)
*scratch that
Harosh (Ephesos)
Run to Q6.
DM (Nioca)
Raphael makes a run to Q7.
(Okay, you're far enough away to say that you run away successfully. If you want, though, you can play out the last round or two.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Well, I'm going to keep tossing Ripples behind me as I run.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Casper (Jewels)
(Let's just get away and get on with it.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
...and failing, apparently.
Erika (Triumph)
I just run.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I heal the spider and send it back to where it came from once we're safely away.
DM (Nioca)
The group manages to reunite and run. You hear cursing behind you as a ripple manages to knock over one guard, casuing a 20 guard pileup.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Good enough for me."
DM (Nioca)
You're lead through winding corridors by Raphael to a window, where a mage is waiting impatiently.
"C'mon, let's..."
He catches sight of the guards behind you, pales, then promptly charges through a window that's had the bars melted out of it.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I follow.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Run run run – leap!
Casper (Jewels)
I hop out the window hoping for a soft landing.
DM (Nioca)
You manage to squeeze through the window just as the first guard bursts in. He attempts to follow, but in full armor, he's unable to squeeze through and gets stuck.
Xuan (Dantius)
I make a flying leap out the window.
Erika (Triumph)
I hurriedly follow with great haste!
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Nioca)
It's surprisingly warm and sunny out today. A good an omen as any. The mage that let you out bolts toward the docks.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow, taking a look around for any guards who might've noticed this.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Nioca)
Harosh fails to spot any guards, other than the one that's stuck in the window and cursing your name.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Whatever, just run!"
Xuan (Dantius)
I run following Harosh, streetwise check to find somewhere to hide.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Casper (Jewels)
I head to the docks.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Don't hide, just run!"
Erika (Triumph)
Erika runs after Harosh toward the docks!
Casper (Jewels)
"We have a boat waiting for us then?"
DM (Nioca)
It's a mad dash towards the docks. A few prisoners are fighting guards (and losing), but most seem to be arriving safely at the Periot.
Erika (Triumph)
"Well, not exactly waiting..."
DM (Nioca)
Unfortunately, your luck runs out. A guard intercepts you.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Does it look like he's going to attack?
DM (Nioca)
Yes.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"OUT OF THE WAY!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
Le Couran's Ripple:
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Xuan (Dantius)
I try to tackle the guard and then jump up and resume running. One stamina.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Nioca)
The ripple catches the guard off guard, knocking him to the ground.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Run run run run!"
DM (Nioca)
Xuan then trips over the ripple and lands flat on his face.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I keep running.
Erika (Triumph)
I keep running too.
Casper (Jewels)
I try to help Xuan up as I run past.
Harosh (Ephesos)
As do I.
*keep running, that is.
Xuan (Dantius)
I try to get back up and resume running.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Xuan (Dantius)
(ouch)
Casper (Jewels)
"Come on man, no time for a nap."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan stumbles upright and starts running. Then he realizes he's running in the wrong direction and starts running the other way.
You make it to the ship. Xuan trails behind, and almost has the boarding ramp kicked out from under him.
Within seconds, the anchor's raised, and the Periot is drifting out to sea.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Well, since we're already wanted for various crimes, should I try to sink the ships around us?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
To whoever kicked the boarding ramp: "A bit too slow there, unfortunately."
Erika (Triumph)
"No, let's get away!"
DM (Nioca)
The prsoners cheer.
Erika (Triumph)
(Do we need to roll to help with the sailing?)
Casper (Jewels)
I take a little time to count my knives.
DM (Nioca)
Another of the prisoner mages approach you.
Xuan (Dantius)
I prepare and acid orb. "Too late." I shoot for the nearest warship below the waterline
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I am going to pound that smarmy goblin's ass so hard into the ground that he'll need Orlis's Expansive Chasm to get himself out..."
DM (Nioca)
(No roll, Casper lost two knives)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I clock Xuan upside the head with the shovel.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Erika (Triumph)
I stow my swords in my pack somehow.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"You are not helping!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I hit Xuan upside the head as well.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I move to P9.
DM (Nioca)
Erika can't fit the swords in her pack. It's taken up by 26 days worth of rations.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Fail)
Erika (Triumph)
...
Harosh (Ephesos)
(hah)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Xuan-smacking)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(YES!)
Casper (Jewels)
(any chance they were the poor throwing knives i have?)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan's shot is interrupted by Iliau cracking him upside the head for 4 damage.
DM (Nioca)
(Nope, regulars)
Erika (Triumph)
I distribute rations (5 sets to each of the other four party members, then I stow the swords).
Xuan (Dantius)
"AAAAAAHHHH!"
Casper (Sarachim)
(Ha, I forgot to distribute them.)
Xuan (Dantius)
I cast Heal on myself. 
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Erika (Triumph)
"If ya'll are done beating on Xuan, could you let him heal me?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"You deserve that. Some of us want to be able to come back when all this is over."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan heals 7 damage for 1 stamina.
Xuan looks dangerously exhausted.
(1 stamina left)
Xuan (Dantius)
"What would possess you to do that? We're a team, right?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I case heal on Erika.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I'm not healing anyone."
DM (Nioca)
The prisoner mage stares at you.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, and you were about to do something incredibly stupid with regards to the team!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I need some sleep."
Erika (Triumph)
"Thank you, Iliau!"
Prisoner Mage (NPC)
"We, um... We found these below decks. You deserve them; well done."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Anyone else need healing?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We just stole a ship, loaded it with prisoners of Ricoto, and fled the city guard. How would that have helped?"
DM (Nioca)
He hands each of you 1 healing tonic and 1 stamina potion.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I nod gratefully to the mage.
Xuan (Dantius)
"So you would prefer them sending out an archmage on a ship who will burn our ship out of the water at a thousand yards with a meteor?"
DM (Nioca)
Iliau heals Erika for 7 at no cost.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Thank you"
Erika (Triumph)
"Thanks," I say for the potions.
DM (Nioca)
The guards on the shore look dumbfounded as the ship heads out. As if they couldn't believe their eyes. Amongst them, you can spot a rather wealthy-looking individual staring on with disbelief.
Raphael looks ecstatic.
Casper (Jewels)
"Thank you"
Raphael (NPC)
"Look! Lord Garth's come to see us off! Hey, Garth!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I nod as I accept the potions.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"How do you know they have one?"
DM (Nioca)
Raphael then proceeds to flip the individual on the shore an odd-looking hand gesture.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Archmages don't just wait around looking for misdemeanors, incinerating the perpetrators."
DM (Nioca)
The individual on the shore then suddenly bolts down one of the docks toward the ship and jumps. It's a futile jump; the ship is over thirty feet out to sea now...
Or rather, it would be a futile jump, but when the individual jumps, something alarming happens. The person shoots off the dock like an arrow out of a bow, sailing high above the sea and coming to a rolling stop on the deck of the Periot.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Because it's not like stealing a ship, and manning it with the entire escaped crew of the prison is a misdemeanor..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, crap."
DM (Nioca)
The prisoners are petrified with shock, but the elf doesn't seem perturbed by his impromptu flight. He merely dusts himself off and straightens upright.
Erika (Triumph)
...
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh hell."
DM (Nioca)
The best way to describe him would be to call him the hypothetical cross of an elf and a goblin. Tanned skin and squashed features sharply contrast with the rich garments he's wearing. In his hand is an ornate staff, the middle adorned with small rubies, and the ends with small razors to make each impact one that draws blood.
Xuan (Dantius)
I quaff my Stamina potion.
Lord Garth (NPC)
"I am Lord Garth the Fifth, ruler of this city. By my decree, you are to surrender this ship immediately. Failure to do so will result in your immediate execution."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan regains 3 stamina.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I don't care who you are, you need to stop moving now!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Like hell we will"
Erika (Triumph)
I too quaff my stamina potion.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Tanglebarb, with 1 stamina.
DM (Nioca)
Erika regains 3 stamina.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Erika (Triumph)
"You were going to kill us anyway."
I spend three stamina to try to steal his staff!
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
Erika (Triumph)
...
DM (Nioca)
You suddenly notice that the ship seems a lot more deserted then it was five seconds ago...
Erika (Triumph)
(Oh well. It WOULD have been cool...)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(That... that was not a good plan.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hey! I call dibs on the staff!"
Xuan (Dantius)
(Plans are for Xuan. You just kill anything that moves)
COMBAT GRID (Garth Battle Round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_
01[~:■:‰: :■:■: :‰:■:~] ■ = ship rail/mast
02[~:■: :1:■:■:3: :■:~] ~ = water
03[~:■: : : :5: : :■:~] ‰ = ballista
04[~:■: :2: : :4: :■:~] G = Lord Garth
05[~:■: : : : : : :■:~] 1 = Xuan
06[~:■: : : : : : :■:~] 2 = Harosh
07[~:■: :G: : : : :■:~] 3 = Erika
08[~:■: : :■:■: : :■:~] 4 = Casper
09[~:■:‰: :■:■: :‰:■:~] 5 = Iliau
10[~:■: : : : : : :■:~]
11[~:~:■: : : : :■:~:~]
12[~:~:~:■: : :■:~:~:~]
13[~:~:~:~:■:■:~:~:~:~]
14[~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~]
Casper (Jewels)
I go ahead and drink the healing and stamina potions.
DM (Nioca)
Casper regains 6 health and 3 stamina.
Xuan (Dantius)
I hop in the ballista and attempt to use use artifice to fire off a shot.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
E7, smash attack!
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Xuan (Dantius)
(ballista on C1 if that's not clear already)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh flings thorny barbs at Garth. The vines wrap around him and slice into him, but he simply shrugs them off.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Duck and roll over to H5, then.
DM (Nioca)
Xuan fires a shot out of a ballista. The bolt grazes Garth, but again, he doesn't seem to mind.
Erika runs up to Garth and tries to yank the staff out of his grasp. Garth merely pushes her away.
Casper (Jewels)
I cast Hypnosis spending one stamina. "Garth, don't move!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Once more, that was a very poor plan.)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Nioca)
Iliau charges forward and cracks her staff across Garth's face. This actually seems to make him stumble.
Casper stares intently at Garth.
Enemy turn.
Garth whirls his staff high, smashing it hard into both Iliau and Erika. Both take 5 damage.
Lord Garth (NPC)
"I see. In that case, I shall now carry out your execution."
COMBAT GRID (Garth Battle Round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_
01[~:■:‰: :■:■: :‰:■:~]
02[~:■: :1:■:■: : :■:~]
03[~:■: : : : : : :■:~]
04[~:■: : : : :4: :■:~]
05[~:■: : : : : :2:■:~]
06[~:■: :3: : : : :■:~]
07[~:■: :G:5: : : :■:~]
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Xuan (Dantius)
"You've been outclassed by my mustache. Surrender is the only option you have now!" I spend two stamina carefully aligning the ballista with his face, and then fire.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Nioca)
(Yay sane map size!)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Oh god, ballista = also not good plan... two people are in melee with him)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Does Erika have a non-melee attack?)
DM (Nioca)
The ballista bolt goes wide. It's not really the most accurate weapon...
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Shh, don't remind Nioca that!)
Xuan (Dantius)
(My logic follows that the ballistae are there because they will do good damage to him. Thus, I use one. It's a Chekov's Gun.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Yes. Gun. Not Chekov's Ballistae.)
Xuan (Dantius)
(THAT. WOULD. BE. AWESOME!!!!)
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Or, it's a setting detail with no metagame significance, because that's just how Nioca rolls. :P)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Tanglebarb on Garth again, then run down to G10.)
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Harosh (Ephesos)
Before I run, heroic pose:
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Xuan (Dantius)
(my uselees rolls are better than yours!)
Casper (Sarachim)
(Bah. Kaval can pose better than all of you.)
DM (Nioca)
The barbs again catch Garth. This time, though, they actually seem to be slowing him down slightly.
Erika (Triumph)
Erika runs to C10 and fires the adjacent Chekov's Ballista at Garth.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Erika (Triumph)
...
(Rock on, Erika.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
DM (Nioca)
Erika takes careful aim, spots him holding still for a moment, and fires.
Xuan (Dantius)
(I told you it's a chekov's Ballista.)
DM (Nioca)
...At which point Garth leaps out of the way.
The bolt hits a mast harmlessly.
Erika (Triumph)
...Lame.
Xuan (Dantius)
(Seeing as we rolled another 20, I suppose that's... something?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I try to whack him again.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Casper (Jewels)
Spend two stamina on throwing two steel knives at Garth.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Nioca)
Garth easily parries Iliau's attack, nearly taking the staff right out of hir hand.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Solo encounters are hard. They have to be.)
(I know this for a fact. :P)
Casper (Jewels)
(But it was a 20... no damage at all?)
Xuan (Dantius)
(It probably had some other effect.)
DM (Nioca)
Casper spends two stamina, channeling into his innate knife-throwing instincts. Then he lets loose. Both knives pirouette through the air and strike Garth in the chest, causing him to stumble.
Xuan (Dantius)
(Like, it's a boomeraing ballista, and when the party is getting our asses handed to us, the ballista will circle around and dramatically kill the opponent, kind of like a deus ex machina to save us, because we suck too much to win on our own)
DM (Nioca)
(You did something! You shot the mast!)
(But seriously, Ballistae != accurate weaponry)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Ah, so the mast falls and kills him)
Erika (Triumph)
(Yes, although that's not exactly what Erika was aiming at...)
(Mast falls, everyone dies?)
DM (Nioca)
(Especially when you've got no experience wielding ballistae)
Enemy turn.
Xuan (Dantius)
(Incidentally, what skill does ballistae use? Artifice?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(One does not wield a ballista... one simply fires and hopes. Also, ballistae typically attack much larger targets. Like, other ships.)
DM (Nioca)
(Artifice is your best bet, though ultimately, Martial: Ballista provides the best bonus)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Hah.)
DM (Nioca)
('Course, that comes with its own downsides)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Yes, like being trained in Martial: Ballista.)
DM (Nioca)
Lord Garth suddenly leaps into the air again. He flies high above the ship, finishing the leap by bringing his staff down on Xuan's head for 4 damage.
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Harosh (Ephesos)
(...so much for circling around)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Good sir, you are simply jealous of my moustache" I retreat to G7 and fire off an Ice Spray.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Being trained in Ballista wouldn't be so bad, if you actually got to have a ballista. And the horses to pull it. And a crew to aim and reload it.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Run to C8, Tanglebarb on Garth.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Stop moving, and we might let you swim back to Ricoto!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Heh... Intimidate)
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...)
Erika (Triumph)
(Is there gear and tackle and stuff on the ship such that Erika can be stealthy behind it?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
C2, smack!
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Nioca)
Garth gets a face full of thorny vines, but brushes them aside. Still, he seems a bit more hesitant after the beating he's taken.
Casper (Jewels)
Move to C6 and repeat last attack only with regular knives.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Nioca)
(There's not much other than the masts)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau swings, but Garth manages to parry. Barely.
Erika (Triumph)
Erika, unable to attack, haplessly runs to E5 and tries to keep the edge of the mast between her and Garth. (Stealth roll)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Casper (Jewels)
(Is too tired to think of witty comments...)
DM (Nioca)
Casper lets fly another two knives. One catches Garth in the chest. The other hits him in the eye.
He screams in pain.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(eep)
DM (Nioca)
Erika tries to hide, but is having difficulty doing so on a rocking ship.
Enemy turn.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Ah, clearly Garth should not have come a knockin'.)
Casper (Jewels)
"This is what happens when someone tells me they are ready to follow out my execution."
Lord Garth (NPC)
Garth steps to D3. "I will not be defeated by the lowlife scum I've sworn myself to defeat!"
DM (Nioca)
He then starts whirling his staff high above his head.
Everyone, I need saving throws.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Harosh (Ephesos)
(well, it was a nice run)
Erika (Triumph)
(Uh oh.)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Phew.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Eh, I have yet to take damage this session, so it's perfectly natural for me to get 1-shot. :P)
Casper (Jewels)
"Maybe we're not as lowlife as you seem to think."
Erika (Triumph)
(It would be sort of embarrassing to get someone else's character killed, though.)
DM (Nioca)
Casper spots the energy gathering at the ends of the staff first, and is able to knock Erika to the deck. Xuan is also able to duck behind a mast.
Suddenly, plumes of flame start shooting out the ends, whirling about, scarring the ship, and hitting Harosh and Iliau for 6 damage each.
Iliau looks like ze could keel over at any moment. (1 HP)
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Erika (Triumph)
(Uh...doesn't Garth realizes ships are...WOODEN!!??)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I'll handle it."
Xuan (Dantius)
(He can fly!)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Heal on myself.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh (Ephesos)
"You fool! You've sworn yourself to defeat alright!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
Tanglebarb, use another stamina.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Xuan (Dantius)
I carefully take aim and fire off Ice Shards.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Is it too late for me to move to D1?)
DM (Nioca)
Garth knocks the vines and Icicle aside.
DM (Nioca)
(No...)
Erika (Triumph)
I quaff my healing potion, then run to E3 and attack, using a stamina.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...man, the dice deserted us this round)
DM (Nioca)
Erika drinks her healing tonic and recovers 6 HP.
Iliau heals herself for 6 at the cost of 1 stamina.
Erika fails to connect with her stab.
Casper (Jewels)
I take aim and throw two more regular knives.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Xuan (Dantius)
(Flying Dutchman is the perfect background music to this, incidentally.)
DM (Nioca)
Garth gets walloped with both knives, looking somewhat like a gruesome pincushion. It's a wonder he's still standing.
Enemy turn.
Garth winds up to attack Erika, then slams an end of his bladed staff into her. She's sent flying to G6, taking 8 damage.
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Xuan (Dantius)
(FYI, I can't heal anybody, I have only 1 stamina)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I heal myself again.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Tanglebarb again (I am so afraid to warp the deck), then move to E7.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
Iliau heals 8 damage at no cost.
Xuan (Dantius)
I shoot off an Acid Orb this time.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
Garth ducks the barbed vines.
Erika (Triumph)
I move back to H8 and fire Chekov's Other Ballista at Garth, since Erika doesn't want to die yet.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Nioca)
He also backflips away from the acid orb, and doesn't even have to duck the ballista bolt.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Can I just say, I am so glad nobody fumbled with the ballista?)
(Also, we're lucky we didn't have to spend a round reloading it each time.)
"Ignore the guns, go for him!"
Casper (Jewels)
I give my last two steel knives a kiss and one stamina each as I chuck them at Garth.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Xuan (Dantius)
(well, we are switching ballista.)
Erika (Triumph)
(I think we've fired a different ballista each time)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(nice...)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Nice rolls, Jewels)
Casper (Jewels)
(I feel like Casper's been hogging the good rolls.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I definitely was for a little while, but that stopped very quickly.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(We like you anyway. :P )
DM (Nioca)
Casper's knives glisten as they spin through the air and stab Garth yet again, this time in the arm and groin.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...ouch)
DM (Nioca)
Enemy turn.
Casper (Jewels)
"Oooh, that's gotta hurt." I grin evily.
DM (Nioca)
Garth bellows angrily and charges Casper, whacking him with the staff for 4 damage.
Casper (Jewels)
"Thanks for coming to me. I was running out of ammo."
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Harosh (Ephesos)
Rush forward to E6, crack Garth over the head with the shovel. Spend a stamina.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Harosh (Ephesos)
(*sigh*... knew it)
Erika (Triumph)
I run to D4, behind Garth, and spend a stamina to do some backstabbing.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Xuan (Dantius)
"Absolutley no sense of tactics!" (activate charge of shield ring)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Erika (Triumph)
...
DM (Nioca)
Harosh gets the "rush forward" part right, but the shovel isn't a match for Garth.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Okay. The healing on Erika I tried to do last turn because I forgot I already acted I do this turn.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Unless someone needs it more.)
Erika (Triumph)
(Wait, then what is my HP now?)
DM (Nioca)
Erika swings, but fails to connect.
DM (Nioca)
(6)
Erika (Triumph)
(I wouldn't have gotten close to him if I'd known that...)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan activates his shield ring.
Casper (Jewels)
I grab the knife in his eye and the knife in his groin and give them a good twist.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Harosh (Ephesos)
(1 out of 2 ain't bad.)
Casper (Jewels)
(Make it the groin one, make it the groin one. :P )
DM (Nioca)
Casper manages to twist the groin knife, but at this point, Garth's so out of it he doesn't even seem to notice anymore.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...how could he not notice that?)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Jewels seem to be especially vindictive today...)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Heal Erika)
Casper (Jewels)
(I'm tired of fighting. I want to do some resting.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Good deal.)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau heals Erika for 8 damage at no cost.
Enemy turn.
Garth takes to the air again, whirling over the throng and landing behind Xuan again. He then swings, but the shield partially deflects the shot. Xuan gets grazed for 1 damage.
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Xuan (Dantius)
I whirl around "I thought I felt a chill on my neck." Ice Spray.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
F12, tanglebarb vines.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Harosh (Ephesos)
(.....)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I can't reach Garth to attack this round, so who wants healing?
Xuan (Dantius)
(All characters can reach Garth except 5...)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh whirls and fires barbs at Garth, but the rocking of the ship and the sudden movement of Garth make it too difficult to aim.
Casper (Jewels)
(Did I hold onto the knife I was twisting?)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan, however, embeds an icicle into Garth's neck.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Yes. I would be 5.)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Oh.)
DM (Nioca)
(No, you did not hold on to it.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I move to F6.
Erika (Triumph)
Since she has completely failed to anything to hurt or hinder Garth...Erika runs to H7 and spends a stamina to try to attack.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Casper (Jewels)
I rush Garth (G9) , extract two steel knives and plunge them in again. "Just. Die. Already!"
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Nioca)
Erika and Adrasha proceed to stab Garth some more.
Enemy turn.
Lord Garth stumbles back, reeling from his most recent injuries. He points a wand toward the group, but the ship suddenly shifts, knocking him back and causing the wand to fall into the sea.
Lord Garth (NPC)
"N-no, you must b-be brought... to... I..."
DM (Nioca)
He collapses to his knees, then falls prone to the deck. His staff rolls away as the ship drifts further out to sea.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Dibs!"
DM (Nioca)
End combat.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I pick up the staff.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau nabs the staff.
Xuan (Dantius)
I search the body. First embedding a few athames into his neck to insure full deadness.
Erika (Triumph)
"You act like that staff is precious to you, Iliau."
Casper (Jewels)
I gather all of my knives.
Erika (Triumph)
I too search the body. (Perception)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Harosh (Ephesos)
I take 10 to search him.
Xuan (Dantius)
(Wait, we need perception to search bodies?)
Erika (Triumph)
Erika continues to fail.
(I thought we did?)
DM (Nioca)
Casper gathers his knives whilst Xuan stabs the body a few more times.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I examine my new weapon.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Xuan (Dantius)
(that was perception roll for search)
"The verdict is out- he's not a zombie." I cast Detect Undead just in case, though.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan and Harosh find two things of note. First, a pair of oddly-colored boots. The second appears to be a large pouch of coins.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I make sure I'm well away from the group and take a few practice swings.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Boots, dibs.
Xuan (Dantius)
I grab the coins
DM (Nioca)
Xuan does not know Detect Undead.
Erika (Triumph)
Erika grumbles.
DM (Nioca)
Harosh grabs the boots while Xuan grabs 32 gold.
Casper (Jewels)
"I don't know about the rest of you, but I'd like to take a little nap so I'm not so cranky."
Erika (Triumph)
"Umm...who's steering the ship?"
DM (Nioca)
(Also, note: I'll allow DC Knowledge checks to identify stuff.)
(Also note also: I'm feeling slightly redundant just slightly.)
Xuan (Dantius)
(I am keeping track myself. I had 65.4 according to my notes. That plus 32 is 97.4)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I was just going to take some time as we sail to use Read Magic, actually. If that's cool.)
DM (Nioca)
(That'll work too.)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Here, let me take a look at those boots, Harosh."
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Xuan (Dantius)
(...or not)
DM (Nioca)
Raphael pokes his head above deck again. "Holy.. He's dead?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I yank the boots back.
Erika (Triumph)
I ask someone to check my three swords for any special features.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I will take care of it, thanks."
Xuan (Dantius)
I clap my hands. "EVERYBODY!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yeah."
Raphael (NPC)
Raphael walks over and gives the body a kick. Then he dumps it overboard.
"Well, I'm sure the Garth family won't be happy about that. Still, I doubt they'll mess with us again."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Definitely didn't want to go, though."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I check my pack to see if the map is still there.
DM (Nioca)
It is.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Cool, then I go hand it off to whoever's navigating, and sit down to identify the boots.
Raphael (NPC)
He pauses.
"Do you mind if I claim that I killed him? It'd make for some nice credentials in Thane. I can see it now... 'Raphael, hero of the Ricoto underworld'."
Erika (Triumph)
"You can claim to be PART of the group that killed him."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(shrug) "Fine by me. I don't really want that on my  record."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Seeing as we have just killed the leader of the city of Ricoto, I suggest that we hightail it to Niskos. We should be safer there."
DM (Nioca)
Raphael nods.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Also, we should have kept the body."
"Seeing as that would have been excellent proof tot he Torres that we did what we claimed."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Read Magic on the boots:
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Raphael (NPC)
"We'd have to stop at Niskos anyway. The ship isn't fully stocked. Then, as a favor and sign of my gratitude, I'll take you wherever you want to go on this island."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(hah, I was considering taking 10, there we go)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Thank you."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Oh, and one more thing:"
Erika (Triumph)
Erika offers to let Harosh identify her sword collection.
Casper (Jewels)
"Somewhere we can get a good - uninterrupted - night's sleep preferrably."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I put on the boots, and do an experimental lap up and down the ship.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Seeing as we've just murdered the leader of the city, now are you worried about archmages and meteors?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"No, not really."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hey, Harosh, would you mind examining this staff for me please?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I just want that notebook back from Reat."
DM (Nioca)
Raphael shouts at some prisoners, and the ship finally seems to come under control. It starts following along the coast.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I nod, satisfied, and sit down to identify everyone's crap. :P
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Harosh (Ephesos)
...and take a very long time.
DM (Nioca)
(Which one's that for?)
(The swords or the staff?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
The swords.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Then for the staff:
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
Xuan (Dantius)
I try to make a knowledge check on the staff.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Swords are normal, I'll take some more time on the staff as we go."
Erika (Triumph)
Erika, using her knowledge of valuable goods and thievery, examines the staff too!
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I see we need to get you that book back right away."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Did anybody notice if Reat's ship was still in the harbor when we left?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I was too busy running, thanks."
Xuan (Dantius)
(I make a knowledge check on this, or history, or whatever.)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Xuan (Dantius)
(Well, that was easy.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And yes, I'd like the book back. A lot."
DM (Nioca)
(Perception)
Xuan (Dantius)
Whatever, it was a 20)
DM (Nioca)
The Southern Star was not in the harbor.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I suggest we immediately make for the mysterious point marked on that map."
Erika (Triumph)
"Based on my expert knowledge of valuable items, I think your new staff might be magical, Iliau." (Bluff)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I thought we were already doing that."
Xuan (Dantius)
"We need to beat Reat there at all costs."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And that's a given."
Casper (Jewels)
"I suggest we get some rest first. In case you haven't noticed a couple of us are almost dead on our feet."
DM (Nioca)
Erika's claim seems shifty.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I raise an eyebrow at Erika.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I just don't think we can. We need a plan B. Or C. And D and E would be nice, too."
Erika (Triumph)
Erika looks innocent. (Bluff)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Erika (Triumph)
...
DM (Nioca)
Erika puts on her best innocent look.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Hunh, for all my bitching, I've averaged a 9.6 tonight.)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Based on my expert knowledge of incidiary devices, I would say that your hair is on fire." (bluff)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Nioca)
Xuan's claim appears to be shifty.
Casper (Jewels)
(Chris just told me that I didn't have to keep playing. I could just let my character die... he just doesn't get it. )
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Based on my knowledge of shut the hell up..."
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
*headdesk*
Erika (Triumph)
...
DM (Nioca)
Raphael is alarmed at how shifty you guys look.
Raphael (NPC)
"Um... what's going on here?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I do my best to look shifty
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Casper (Jewels)
I cast soothe on everyone.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We can kill Garth, but we can't lie to save our lives. Just go with it, okay?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Nothing. Move along."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"...nevermind."
DM (Nioca)
Everyone feels irritated.
Xuan (Dantius)
"AAAAAAAAAAAAAA!"
Raphael (NPC)
Raphael then says to you, "Look, you've done a lot for us. We've got the ship covered up here, go get some rest. We'll get the ship to Niskos no problem." 
Harosh (Ephesos)
I ready the shovel, seeing Xuan freak out.
Casper (Jewels)
"Oops... see how tired I am?"
DM (Nioca)
He motions for you to go below-decks.
Xuan (Dantius)
I wander off and try to get the captain's quarters.
(Roll for quarters? Yes.)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Nioca)
It appears someone already beat Xuan to the Captain's quarters, but he does find some very nice crew quarters.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow Xuan and take another room.
DM (Nioca)
(We're pretty much approaching the end, unless there's something anyone wants to do.)
Casper (Jewels)
I wander towards a bed, find one, and cast hypnosis on myself. "You will sleep very soundly tonight and wake up refreshed."
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Xuan (Dantius)
(Yeah, can I kick the guy in the CQ out on the argument of "I just killed the guy about to have you executed?" (diplo roll))
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'll sit down and start working on identifying Iliau's new staff, pretty much taking the time I need until I feel I need to sleep.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I find a room and lock the door before falling asleep.
DM (Nioca)
(You can try, but it's likely Raphael, and he's a con artist.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
But first, I wait for Harosh to give me an answer.
Xuan (Dantius)
(Meh, worth a try.)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Xuan (Dantius)
(...)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(HAH)
Xuan (Dantius)
(I sleep in the cargo hold with the rats, I guess)
DM (Nioca)
You're not entirely sure WHAT Xuan says to Raphael, but when you see him a few minutes later, he's got a black eye.
Casper (Jewels)
(That's Aim's way of saying 'be happy with what you have'.)
Xuan (Dantius)
I go back to the quarters and lock the door "GOODNIGHT!"
Xuan (Dantius)
(ready to end here.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
If I have time, I'll keep working on refining my analysis of my boots.
"Hunh. This is... this is pretty impressive, actually. I think if you whirl it around enough, it'll charge up so you can fire off flames."
Xuan (Dantius)
I spend a stamina summoning my cat. (I checked, I have two left)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Nioca)
Xuan summons his white cat again.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Nice. Good night, and good luck with those boots."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(boots ID)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Ready for the session to end anytime.)
Casper (Jewels)
Casper dreams a good dream.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh prods the boots, and plots how he'll be killing Reat for stealing his mentor's notes.
DM (Nioca)
You wind up spending a good fifteen hours passed out on a real bed, if one that inspires seasickness. The only reason you awaken is because someone is shaking you awake. 
"We've arrived at Niskos!"
End session.


